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Home work (2) – second semester
I-Read the following text then do the tasks
below
The sand gazelle, or goitered gazelle, is a
horned animal that lives across the Arabian Gulf
and North Africa. Originally found in all Arab
countries, it is now extinct in Iraq, Kuwait and
Yemen and endangered everywhere else,
including Syria. In the summer months, sand
gazelles live in small family groups of around ten
individuals. During the winter, they congregate
in larger herds. They are ideally suited to the
desert environment with their white heads and
sand-coloured bodies. This allows them to blend
into the desert, camouflaging them from
predators. Sand gazelles are small mammals,
weighing only 20 kg. However, they are very
quick and have been known to reach speeds of
almost 100 km per hour. They are excellent
jumpers and use their speed and agility to evade
the attention of predators.
Answer the following questions: (15.m)
1-Which region does the sand gazelle live in ?
2-Where is the sand gazelle extinct now?
3- How do sand gazelles change their habits in
different seasons?
Find words in the text which mean the
following: (15.m)
4-no longer existing or living
5-come together, often in a large group
6- animals that kill and eats other animals
Rewrite these sentences about the text to
correct the information: (10.m)
7- In the summer months, sand gazelles live in
larger herds.
8-During the winter, sand gazelles live in small
family groups.

:ﺍﻟﺼﻒ
:ﺍﳌﺎﺩﺓ

II-Read the following text then do the tasks
below:
There is no day and night in space, so sleep is
simply planned when it is most convenient.
Astronauts sleep in small compartments using
sleeping bags. They are loosely strapped into
these so that they will not float out of them in
their sleep. Blindfolds and earplugs are also
available for astronauts, who find it difficult to
sleep with the noise from the machines. Daily
routines should allocate eight hours for
sleeping. Another important part of spending
any long period in space is getting the right
amount of exercise so that the bones and
muscles can stay strong. On Earth the human
beings are always moving against the force of
gravity, with bones and muscles supporting the
body .. In space there is no gravity so bones and
muscles will become weaker very quickly. In
pace astronauts need to do about two hours of
exercise a day, using exercise machines such
as treadmills and exercise bikes.
Choose the correct answer a , b , or c:
(12m)
9- The reason that muscles in space become
weak is ……………………….
a- they are not supported by bones
b- the state of weightlessness
c- gravity is very strong.
10-Astronauts have to exercise daily so
that……………………….
a- the bones and muscles can stay strong.
b- the bones and muscles become weaker.
c- their eyes get brighter.
Match the underlined words from the text
to the following definitions: (12m)
11- body tissues producing movement
12- natural force which attracts things
Complete the following sentences with
information from the text: (12m)
13-If astronauts are not strapped in bags in
sleep, ……………………….
14-Because of microgravity, the bones……………

III-Complete the following paragraph by
filling in the gaps:(20.m)
Motorists ...15... fall asleep at the wheel are
responsible ...16... thousands of traffic
accidents every year. How we sleep also
affects us. When we fall asleep, our sleep can
...17….deep and restful or light and shallow.
Shallow sleepers wake ...18... still feeling
tired, while deep sleepers wake up refreshed.
IV- Fill in the spaces with words from the
list : Use each word once only: (25.m)
(success - around -stars –failure - doctor child)
Stop looking at those ..19.. and come and help
me,' Galileo's father called.' Dreamer,' said
his teacher. 'You'll never have any ..20… if
you don't study now.' Galileo was a starry-eyed
..21…. He often imagined himself flying
through the clouds. He was sent away to school
to become a..22…., but lie did not learn easily.
His favourite subject was mathematics. He
believed that it could be a key to
understanding the world …23…him.
V-Complete the following dialogue by writing
suitable questions and answers. Write at
least three words for each question: (28 m)
24- A:------------------------------------------?
B: The Mont Blanc Tunnel was opened in
1965.
25- A: ------------------------------------------?
B: The Laerdal Tunnel is 24.5 kilometers
long.
A: Why are tunnels built ?
26- B------------------------------------------.
27- A------------------------------------------?
B: Tiredness and claustrophobia cause
road accidents in long tunnels.
VI-Rewrite the following sentences as
required in brackets :(32.m)
28-What subjects do you teach ?
(Report: I asked him--------)
29- They made the halls wider.
(change into passive)
30- Hani speaks really quickly. (use wish)
31- We didn’t cut down the trees in our
garden ourselves. ( use causative verb)

VII-Complete the following sentences using
clauses: (14.m)
32-Drivers can easily fall asleep in tunnels
because …………………
33- We were driving home on the motorway
yesterday evening when………….
VIII-Choose the correct words in
brackets: (20.m)
34-You will have to(make , do) a special
effort if you want to pass your exam.
35- Come (up ,over) when you’re next in town.
36- If you break the law, you have to face
the (tune, music).
37- It has been a (disaster , disastrous) year
for the tea industry.
IX-Correct the verbs in brackets: (20.m)
38-They (work)since 8 o’clock this morning.
39- There would be a chaotic situation in
society if there (be) no legal systems.
40- By 1997 the tunnel (use) by over a
million.
41- Omar passed all his exams. He (revise)
non-stop for a month.
X-Translation: (15.m)
Translate the following sentence into
Arabic: (8.m)
42-The amount of light that flows in through
the pupil is controlled by tiny muscles around
the iris.
Translate the following sentence into
English: (7.m)
43- إن ﻣﻜﺎﺳﺒﻲ اﻷﺳﺒﻮﻋﯿﺔ اﻵن ﺿﻌﻒ ﻣﺎ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻋﻠﯿﮫ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﺎم
.اﻟﻤﺎﺿﻲ
XI-Composition :(50 .m)
Write a composition of no less than 80
words on the following topic:
(significant event that changed your life in
some way)

------------------------------------------THE END ------------------------------------------

